debris scattered over an area

The 41-year-old Bryant, who

See CRASH, B2
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A-TMS captures crown
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Archdale-Trinity Middle Schoolers pose for a championship picture after capturing the middle school wrestling tournament championship.
[CONTRIBUTED PHOTO]

Archdale-Trinity outpaces SWRMS; UR’s
Christian Rios named most outstanding wrestler
From staff reports

ASHEBORO — This past
Saturday Archdale-Trinity
Middle School capped an
undefeated regular season
by winning the conference
tournament in convincing fashion. ATMS scored
231.5 points outpacing
second place Southwestern

Randolph (176). Uwharrie
Ridge was third (145), followed by Randleman (136),
Northeastern Randolph (89),
Southeastern Randolph (66)
and Asheboro Middle (52).
Uwharrie Ridge’s Christian
Rios was named the Most
Outstanding Wrestler.
Top finishers in the each
weight class: At 78 pounds,
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Reece Poe (SWRMS) was
champion followed by runnerup Cayden Smith (ATMS)
and Colin Duvall (NERMS). At
85, Brayden Hall (ATMS) was
first with Ashton Smith (UR)
second and third Brandon
Jordan (RMS). Dominic
Hittepole (ATMS) won 92
folllowed by Ashton Davis
(NERMS) and Owen Peele

(SWR). In 100, champion
Spencer May (ATMS) was followed by Carter Self (SERMS)
and Janaksel Perez (SWR).
108-pound champion is
Seth Strickland (ATMS) with
runnerup Brandon Lopez
(SERMS) and Jordan Maness
(RMS) third. 115-pounder
See A-TMS, B2
Powered by TECNAVIA
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Transportation Safety Board
board member Jennifer
Homendy.
Kurt Deetz, a pilot who used
to fly Bryant in the chopper,
said the crash was more likely
caused by bad weather than
by engine or other mechanical problems.
“The likelihood of a catastrophic twin engine failure
on that aircraft — it just
doesn’t happen,” he told the
Los Angeles Times.
Justin Green, an aviation
attorney in New York who
flew helicopters in the Marine
Corps, said pilots can become
disoriented in low visibility,
losing track of which direction is up. Green said a pilot
flying an S-76 would be
instrument-rated, meaning that person could fly the
helicopter without relying on
visual cues from outside.
Colin Storm was in his
living room in Calabasas
when he heard what sounded
to him like a low-flying airplane or helicopter.
“It was very foggy so we
couldn’t see anything,” he
said. “But then we heard
some sputtering and then a
boom.”

A-TMS
From Page B1

Alex Swaney (ATMS) took the
class title followed by Brayden
Clapp (SWRMS) and Ashton
Morton (Asheboro).
The 122- pound champion
is Levi Dennis (ATMS) over
Tristan Vulgamore (SERMS)
and Mason Leonard (UR). Jesus
Garcia (RMS) took 128 followed
by Rakeem Smith (ATMS) and
Noah Stills (UR). At 134, Colton
Law (UR) was the champion
ahead of Bear Schafer (ATMS)
and Eric Lopez (SWRMS). At
140, Jair Ulloa (UR) won over
Gavin Hardister (NERMS)
and Micah Thurston (RMS)
147 winner was Christian Rios
(UR) then Tristan Richardson
(SWRMS) and Eduardon
Galliarza (AMS), In the 154

Monday’s match.
On Wednesday, the
33-year-old Nadal’s 41st
career Grand Slam quarterfinal will be against No. 5
Dominic Thiem in a rematch
of the past two French Open
finals, both won by Nadal.
The other men’s quarterfinal on the top half of the
bracket is No. 7 Alexander
Zverev vs. No. 15 Stan
Wawrinka.
From Page B1
Nadal vs. Kyrgios was fascinating to watch, in part
because of the quality of the
“I'm devastated, RIP to my
play and in part because of
idol, Bean, 8, 24, the Goat,
the subplot of their negative
the Black Mamba. Wow." And
feelings toward each other.
Chiefs cornerback Bashaud
“When I criticized him in
Breeland called it a “sad day
the past,” Nadal said, “it’s
in America."
because I thought he did a
A handful of volunteers
couple of things that are not
greeted players, coaches and
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am (GMT +5:00) staff as they made their way
for our sport and for the
down the stairs. Everyone was

BOWL

class, Casey Hohn (ATMS)
was chamion followed by Caleb
Shelton (UR) and Jonathan
Sampson (RMS).
At 162, Graydon Harkness
(SWRMS) was tops with Dylan
Atkins
(RMS) second and Julian
Faz (AMS) third. In 172, the
champion was Danny Jackson
(SWRMS) with Michael
Underwood (RMS) in second
and third Justin Mullins (UR)..
Dylan Wardwall (RMS) was
184 champ with runnerup
Andrew Nielson (SERMS) and
Noah Foust (NERMS) third.
At 197, Jose Flores (UR) was
first followed by Rafael Torres
(SWRMS) and Nathan Mathati
(Asheboro). Winning 222 was
Jonathan Stokes (RMS) along
with Eric Lawson (ATMS) and
DJ Francis (UR). Austin Wall
(SWRMS) was heavyweight
champion over runnerup
Trevor Johnson (ATMS).

Kansas
City Chiefs’
Patrick
Mahomes
arrives for
the NFL
Super Bowl
54 football
game
Sunday at
the Miami
International
Airport in
Miami. [AP
PHOTO/DAVID J.
PHILLIP]

and many players held their
phones out to shoot video of
the moment they arrived at
the Super Bowl.
A few of the 49ers danced
once they deplaned, in time
with the music coming from
a nearby DJ. Even the flight
attendants on the Chiefs’
flight were celebrating the
moment— they gathered at
the top of the stairs for a group
photo once their passengers
deplaned, and then a few of
them pulled out their phones
for some pictures of players as
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